
CLASS :- NURSERY 

APRIL 

Reading skills:- A and B 

 Recognition of  letter A  and B   through  flash cards, green board, audio visual aids , pictures, 

Commands:-Sit down, Stand up, Come here, Go to your seat. 

Story :- Fish and fruits.(enactment of the story will be done by teachers)  

The teacher will use toys,flash cards,  pictures and videos  

Vocabulary:- Apple is red, Strawberry is red , Cherry is red Tomato is red. 

Welcome party  for kids  

Spoken Sentences :-  good morning, good after noon,  may I come in ?  may I go to wash room ? 

    Maths:-  
Recognition of Number 1 and 2 ( through different activities) 

Cognitive skills -  Big /small  

Shape :- Circle  

( activity:- walk on circle, sand writing, worksheets related to circle ) 

Shape of circle will be explained by showing them real objects 

example :-  bindi, bangle, wheel, sun , coin, plate, ring.  

Art:- scribbling, cotton dubbing, finger tip printing, clay dough,( circle shape, ball,wheel, chappati, A,B And 1, sun  

with clay) 

Motor skill activities :-   scribbling, paper mashing, clay moulding , tearing and pasting, lacing. Blocks  joining, 

string joining, painting with brush free hand.  
Summer season :-  vocabulary :- hot , sun . Sun glasses, cotton clothes, fan, air conditioner , cold drinks, shakes, 

refrigerator, skirts, shorts, caps, umbrella, sweating, 

( act for hot sunny day will be done in class with the involvement of kids) 

Rhymes::- 1 circle shape   

   
                  
 

STORY OF THE MONTH -     Fish And Red Fruits 
One day a monkey was very thirsty. He saw a small pond in the forest. When the monkey went to drink water from 

the pond, a fish that lived in the pond stopped him and said Give me different red colour fruits, and then only I will 

allow you to drink water from the pond." Monkey brought a red apple, water melon, cherry and strawberry and 

drank water happily. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAY 

    English :-  

Reading skills:-    A,B 

 Recognition of letters   through  flash cards, green board, audio visual aids , pictures, 

Command:-  Sit down, Stand up, Come here, Go to your seat. 

Story :-   Revision of story  Fish and fruits.(enactment of the story will be done by teachers)  

Teacher will use toys, flash cards, pictures and videos  

Vocabulary:- Apple is red, Strawberry is red , Cherry is red, Tomato is red. 

Spoken Sentences :- good morning, good after noon, may I come in?   may I go to wash room ? 

    Maths:-  

Recognition of Number 1 and 2 ( with different activities) 

Cognitive skills -revision of circle shape.( rhyme related to shape, by showing them flash cards, videos. 

( activity:- walk on circle, sand writing, worksheets realted to circle ) 

Shape of circle will be explained by showing them real objects 

example :- bindi, bangle, wheel, sun , coin, plate, ring. 

 

Art:- scribbling, cotton dubbing, finger tip printing, clay dough,( circle shape, ball wheel, chappati, A,B And 1,sun 

with clay) 

Motor skill activities :- scribbling, paper mashing, clay moulding , tearing and pasting, lacing. blocks joining, string 

joining, painting with brush free hand.  

  Summer season :- vocabulary :- hot , sun . Sun glasses, cotton clothes, fan, air conditioner , cold drinks, shakes, 

refrigerator, skirts, shorts, caps, umbrella, sweating, 

( act for hot sunny day will be done in class with the involvement of kids) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



JULY 

    English :-  

Reading skills:- A to F (English)  

 Recognition of letters A to F through  flash cards, green board, audio visual aids , pictures, 

Action words:- sweating, wiping, locking, growing, watering, digging (by showing them cards, 

LCD,demo) 

Rhymes:- Monsoon, Rain Rain, I hear thunder 

Vocabulary on monsoon:- 

Rain, clouds, paper boats, thundering, an umbrella, gumboots, rain drops, rain coat, It's raining, It's 

drizzling, cool breeze,  

 Topic :-Talk about Importance of water , Uses of water . 

    Maths:-  

Number 1 And 2  ( with different activities) 

 

Shape :-  Triangle ( it will be explained through example of pizza slice, bread sandwich, folding hanky,)  

Colour :- Green  

Cognitive skills:- concept:- Revision of Big/ Small:- introduction of concept  Tall/Short by giving live 

demonstration , flash card, videos, green board,activities.) 

Art :- Tree ( thumb printing) draw and colour triangle. 

Writing skills :- Revision of strokes and lines start with curve pattern. 

Activities : - 1. paper boat with paper folding, 

2. Art work clouds (with pasting cotton) rain drops and rainbow coloring . 

3. Tree ( Thumb printing) draw and colour triangle  

4. Outdoor activity:-(visit to a garden) 

5. Celebration of Van Mahotsav  

Motor skill activities :- scribbling, paper mashing, clay moulding , tearing and pasting, lacing. blocks 

joining, string joining.  

Oral ( A to C ) 

Conversation:-  

1. Which things do we use in rainy season?  

Ans: we use an umbrella , raincoat, gumboots . 

2. Where do we see rainbow?  

Ans: We see the rainbow in the sky. 

3. What is the color of the sky? 

Ans: The color of the sky is blue. 

4. What is the color of grass,leaves,trees? 

Ans: Green colour  

5. What is the shape of pizza slice,sandwich slice? 

Ans:Triangle 

                                                 

Rhymes  

1       I hear thunder 

I hear thunder -2  

O don't you 

Peter Petter rain drops  

Peter petter rain drops 

I am wet through 

O don't you!  



 

2      Triangle  

Triangle have three sides-2  

Up in the mountain 

Down and back  

 

3      Number Rhyme  

1-2  lion in the zoo               

3-4 lion roars 

 5-6  Birds and chicks            

7-8  you are so late  

9-10  lion in the den. 

 

 
 

Story of the month 

Do Not Quarrel 
One day there were two friends Ram and Sham who were fighting for the same toy car. They started 

pulling the car towards each other, due to which the car broke off. Ram's mother saw that they were 

fighting for a toy, she told them we should not fight for a thing because it will always give bad result. Ram 

and Sham learnt a lesson and promised that they will never fight. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AUGUST 

English :-  

Reading skills:-    A to J  

Recognition of letters G,H,I,J through flash card,sound stories,chart,videos etc. 

Pattern writing of alphabet C, D, E, F and dictation,match with picture, match with same alphabet (related activity 

sheet will be done ) 

 

Maths:-  

Maths 1 – 4 

1 – 4 through flash cards, chart, green board etc 

Reading Skills: pattern writing of numbers 3 and 4 count and write,count and match, dodging ( related activity 

sheet will be done ) 

Shape 

  Square  ( related activity sheet will be done ) 

 Concept - Tall & Short 

Conversation Questions 

1 In which country do you live ? 

Ans I live in India. 

2 How many colours are there in our National Flag ? 

Ans There are three colours in our National Flag. 

3 Name the colours of our National Flag. 

Ans Saffron,White and Green. 

4 When do we celebrate Independence Day ? 

Ans On 15
th
 August.  

5 What is the shape of hanky ? 

Ans The shape of hanky is square. 

6 What is the colour of mango ,Sun, Papaya and Banana ? 

Art:- Cotton dubbing in Mango, thumb printing in Peacock, colouring in Tiger, colouring in Lotus. 

 

  Celebrations  Of The Month 

1 Teej Celebration : Children will come in traditional punjabi dress and will bring  Rice Pudding (kheer) and 

Malpura along with their tiffins. 

2 Rakshabandhan : colouring worksheet will be done. 

3 Independence Day : Colouring worksheet, Patriotic song ,  

4 Janamashtmi : Children will dress up as Radha, Krishna, Gopiyan, Gawalaas and Sudhama. 

Matka (Handi) making will be done in class.  

Action words Applying,Hugging,Saluting,Hoisting.  

Rakhi ( Enactment of the story will be done by the teachers) 

Sentences for vocabulary building based on story 

1 I am applying Tilak. 

2 Happy Rakhi Brother. 

3 God bless you dear brother.  

Song on Rakhi 

Dum,dum, dum, 

Rakhi has come, 

Sister ties rakhi, 

Brother loves her. 



Colour Yellow 

 Students will come in yellow dress along with yellow fruit, yellow rice,and yellow halwa in their tiffin box. 

  Activities:-  Make sun with folk,  cotton dubbing in picture of mango,    colouring in Corn.  

Poem on  square shape. 

Mr, square , Mr square  

Good Morning 

How are you? 

Take care of your four sides. 

 

Poem on yellow colour 

Yellow Yellow sun -2  

smiling down at every one. 

Up above world so high . 

like a fire ball in the sky. 

 

SEPTEMBER 
    English :-  

Reading Skills: 

 Recognition of letters  K,L,M,N 

 Through flash card,chart,videos etc. 

Pattern writing of alphabet  G,H,I,J  (dictation,match with picture, match with same alphabet (related activity sheet 

will be done ) 

Action words Mopping , Brooming , Coughing , Sneezing , Yawning , Dipping , Squeezing.  

 
    Maths:-  

Maths 1 – 4 

1 – 4 through flash cards, chart, green board etc 

Reading Skills: Pattern writing of numbers 3 and 4 count and write,count and match, dodging ( related activity sheet 

will be done ) 

Shape 

Square  ( related activity sheet will be done ) 
E.V.S  
 Sense organs   

SENSE ORGANS. ( with different activities and worksheets. ) 

Que:- Which sense organs helps  us to see?      Ans:= Eyes 

2 Which sense organ helps  us to smell ?        Ans:- Nose  

3 Which sense organ helps  us to taste?           Ans:- Tongue. 

4 How do we hear?         Ans :- With our ears. 

5 How do we feel ?    Ans:- With our skin .  

 2 Parts of body  ( revision)  

 Conversation Questions 

1 What do you say when you cough, sneeze and yawn ? 

A We say Excuse me 

2 What do you keep in your bag? 

A We keep Tiffin box, water bottle and diary in our bag. 

3 What do you say when you receive something? 

A I say Thank You. 

4 What do you say when you hurt someone? 

A I say Sorry 

5 What do you say when you want to say something? 

A I say Excuse me. 

6What is the shape of hanky ? 



Ans The shape of hanky is square. 

 

       

 

Revision 

Poem of shape. 

Mr, square , Mr square  

Good Morning 

How are you? 

Take care of your four sides. 

 

Poem on colour 

Yellow Yellow sun -2  

smiling down at every one. 

Up above world so high . 

like a fire ball in the sky. 

 

Story of the month :-              Goofy The Bear

Goofy was a bear that once lived in a toy shop with his animal friends.

to take bath daily. He felt very sad as his friends were going da

to buy him. He saw himself in the mirror and felt that he looks so

promised itself that now onwards he will remain clean and tidy. Next day Gaofy took bath

clean. 

 

 

 

 

 

Goofy The Bear 

Goofy was a bear that once lived in a toy shop with his animal friends. It never kept himself clean and did not

very sad as his friends were going day by day but nobody was willing

buy him. He saw himself in the mirror and felt that he looks so untidy that's why nobody is buying it. Bear 

onwards he will remain clean and tidy. Next day Gaofy took bath. He looked neat and 

 

It never kept himself clean and did not like 

y by day but nobody was willing 

untidy that's why nobody is buying it. Bear 

. He looked neat and 



OCTOBER 

English :- 

Reading Skills:  

1 Recognition of letters  O,P,Q,R through flash card,sound stories,chart,videos  

Writing skills  

Pattern writing of alphabet A to R and dictation , match with picture, match with same alphabet (related 

activity sheet will be done ) 

 

Maths:-  

Pattern writing of numbers 1,2,3,4 revision  count and write, count and match, dodging ( related activity 

sheet will be done ) 

Shape Introduction of Rectangle  Shape ( related activity sheet will be done) 

Shape Introduction of Rectangle  Shape ( related activity sheet will be done) 

Poem on  Rectangle:-  

Colour of the month : BLUE  

Art – bud printing in whale, colur in butterfly, tear and paste in octopus.  Thumb printing  peacock. 

Game- Object Hunting 

(Based on Colour Recognition) 

Teacher will put different coloured objects in a basket. Children will pick the particular coloured object 

and handover to the teacher.) 

 Blue day  celebrations.  

Kids will come in blue attires and will bring  any  thing in blue colour from home.  

Blue: 

Blue is the ocean, blue is the sky,  

Blue are the blueberries, I put into pie, 

I like blue , I like blue. 

Celebrations Of  the month :-  

Diwali  celebrations:-  art and craft , Candle  or diya  decoration , Rangoli making activity , colouring 

worksheet . 

Vocabulary :- crackers,  lighten up. Diya, sweets, decorations,  goddess laxmi, . 



 
Conversation Questions  

1 Whose birthday is celebrated on 2
nd

 October ? 

A Mahatma Gandhi Ji 

2 Who killed the Ravana ? 

A Lord Rama killed the Ravana. 

3 How many heads did Ravana has ? 

A Ravana had ten heads. 

4 Name some domestic animals ? 

A Cow, Buffalo, Goat, Sheep, and Horse. 

5 Name some wild animals. 

A Lion, Tiger, Elephant, Monkey, and Bear 

6 Which festival is known as festival of lights ? 

A Diwali is the festival of lights. 

7 Which Goddess is worshiped on the day of Diwali ? 

Goddess Lakshmi 

 

Evs   :- Animals ( Domestic, Wild) 

Recognition will be done through video, flash cards, charts etc.) 

 

Story of the month :-      Lion And The Mouse 

There was a lion sleeping in the jungle. Little mouse came jumping-jumping, dancing- dancing. The lion 

woke up. He caught the mouse and said, "You have disturbed me. I will shoot you. I will kill you. I will 

eat you. “Sorry Mr. Lion I will help you.” “You will help me ! Ha Ha Ha. 

One day the lion was trapped in a net. He was shouting, shouting, shouting, shouting. Help me ! Help 

me ! Save me ! Save me ! Little mouse came with all his friends. He cut the net with his sharp teeth. The 

lion was free. He was happy, happy, happy, happy. They became friends. 

Moral of the story: Do good have good. 

 

 

 



NOVEMBER 

 

    English :- 

Reading Skills:  
1 Recognition of letters S,T,U,V   through flash card,sound stories,chart,videos  

Writing skills 

Pattern writing of alphabet A to V and dictation , match with picture, match with same alphabet (related 

activity sheet will be done ) 

 

    Maths:-  

Pattern writing of numbers 1 to 5   count and write, count and match, dodging  

( related activity sheet will be done ) 

Shape revision of Rectangle  Shape ( related activity sheet will be done . 

 

Evs:- Means of transport ( Roadways)  

Song :- Wheels on the bus.  

Poems :- 

  
Colouring worksheet of  Traffic light. 

Revision of  blue   colour.  

Art – blue colour related worksheets will be done in class. 

Worksheet for celebration of Children’s day .  

conversation Questions 
1 Whose birthday is celebrated as Children Day? 

A Jawahar Lal Nehru (Chacha Nehru)  
2 Which kind of clothes do we wear in winter season? 

A We wear woollen clothes.  



3 What do we apply on our dry skin? 

A We apply cold cream and body lotion. 
4 Where does the car move ? 

A On the road 
5 How many wheels a car has ? 

A Four 
6 Name any five land transport ? 

A Bus, Car, Jeep,Truck, Cycle 
7 Name any two vehicles which have two wheels. 

A Cycle, Bike,Scooter 
8 Name any two vehicles which have three wheels. 

A Tricycle, Auto, Rickshaw 
9 Name two vehicles that needs man power to run. 

A Richshaw, Cycle 
10 Name two vehicles which needs animal power to run. 

A Tonga, Bullock Cart, Camel Cart. 
Action words - Shelling the peas,peeling,wiggle your finger, rubbing hands. Shivering, sneezing, coughing, jogging,  

 Winter vocabulary:- woollen clothes, geyser, jackets, quilt, blanket, gloves, cardigans, woollen  caps, body lotion, 

heater.  

Kids will colour in worksheet related to winter season.  

Concept:- slow and fast-  

 
 

 

 

 



DECEMBER 

Conversation Question 

1. Which kind of clothes do we wear in winter season? 

          A We wear woollen clothes.  

2. What do we apply on our dry skin? 

         A We apply cold cream and body lotion. 

3. Where does the car move ? 

        A On the road 

4. How many wheels a car has ? 

      A Four 

5. Name any five land transport ? 

     A Bus, Car, Jeep,Truck, Cycle 

6.  Name any two vehicles which have two wheels. 

    A Cycle, Bike,Scooter 

7.  Name any two vehicles which have three wheels. 

  A Tricycle, Auto, Rickshaw 

8.  Name two vehicles that needs man power to run. 

   A Richshaw, Cycle 

9. Name two vehicles which needs animal power to run. 

   A Tonga, Bullock Cart, Camel Cart.  

 Winter vocabulary:- woollen clothes, geyser, jackets, quilt, blanket, gloves, cardigans, woollen  

caps, body lotion, heater.  

Kids will colour in worksheet related to winter season.  

    Maths:-  

Revision  of numbers 1 to 5   count and write, count and match, dodging ( related activity sheet will 

be done .) 

Revision of shapes:- Rectangle, Square.  

Revision of all concepts  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Cognitive Skills  

Revision of colours:-Red, Green, Yellow, Blue  

Art and craft- Decoration and colouring in Christmas tree. 

Story :  

A Fairy with a Blue Ball 

Peter and Paul were best friends. They vere playing with a yellow ball near the lake. Peter threw ball 

in the lake. Both of them started crying. She took out a blue ball with her magic stick from the magic 

box. She gave blue ball to them. Both of them said that they were playing with a yellow ball and said 

, “This ball is not ours.” The fairy got happythat they said the truth. She gave both blue and yellow 

balls to them as a Peter and Paul were happy with the gift. 

 

 

 



JANUARY and FEBRUARY 

ENGLISH :- 

Reading Skills:  

 Revision of letters   A to Z . 

Writing skills 

Pattern writing of alphabet ( A to  Z) and dictation , match with picture, match with same alphabet 

(related activity sheet will be done ) 

 

MATHS:-  

Revision  of numbers 1 to 5   count and write, count and match, dodging ( related activity sheet will be 

done .) 

Revision of shapes:- Rectangle, Square.  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

COGNITIVE SKILLS  

Revision of colours:-Red, Blue, Yellow , Bue  

Art and craft- Bud printing in national flag, colouring activity for Basant and field trip. ( kids will come 

in yellow dress and bring yellow food.) 

 
Concept :-revision of all concepts. 

Topic of the month : Waterways and Railways 

Song - Old Mac Donald ,  Row Row  Row the boat. 

Action words- Revision of all previous words.  

Conversation Questions-  

1 which day is celebrated on 26th January?  

A Republic day.  

2 Where does a ship/ boat move ? 

A In the Water. 

3 Name any three means of  water transport. 

A Boat, Ship, Yacht, Submarine. 

4 Who sails the boat ? 

A Sailor.  

5 Where does the train move ? 

A On the track. 

6 Who drives the train ? 

A Loco-Pilot. 

 



 

Poem - सद� आई 

 
 


